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"When plunder becomes a way of life for a group of men living together in society, they create for themselves
in the course of time a legal system that authorizes it and a moral code that justifies it."

Frederic Bastiat
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Union Boss Appointed To Obama's Deficit Panel Loves Wealth Redistribution, Global Government.
The Senate's second-ranking Democrat, the aptly-named Dick Durbin, says he would support using the budget
reconciliation process to pass the public option.
The White House is preemptively preparing us for higher jobless figures ... because of the weather.
A court in Brooklyn has cleared ACORN over giving illegal advice on how to hide money from prostitution.
Which side with the White House ultimately side with ... the taxpayers or the unions? If it's a Democrat running
the show, my bet is on the unions.
House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer gave a speech at the Brookings Institute. During this little speech, Hoyer
says that tax increases "may be necessary" in order to rein in our federal deficit.
I mentioned this one yesterday on the air: for the first time since the Great Depression, Americans took more
aid from the government than they paid in taxes.
Standing in the way of final agreements on financial reform legislation are disagreements over a new consumer
protection agency.
Senator Jim Bunning defends his filibuster of expiring unemployment benefits: "If we can't find $10 billion to
pay for something that we all support, we will never pay for anything on the floor of this U.S. Senate."
Obama's new education plan includes firing staff or closing down schools altogether. I wonder when the
teachers unions will start whining.
Speaking of Obama and government schools, Phyllis Schlafly believes that our federal government is using
government schools to recruit a private army of Obamabots.
CNN Money explores American's hidden debt bombs.
Thomas Sowell explains why intellectuals may not always know best. This is particularly aimed at the Obama
administration which is filled with 'em.
Where are we ultimately going to see the clash on carbon emissions come to a head ... Congress or the courts?
Joe the Plumber has an article on BigGovernment.com about our virtual march on Washington.
Green fuels cause more harm to the environment then fossil fuels? Ya don't say.
Taxing the rich will lead to less revenue for Obama and the Democrats to play with.
Here is Princess Pelosi's brutal reality check.
States are looking to ban the practice of employers running credit checks on potential employees.
What can you get for $280.85 off your food stamp card? How about $50 in cash, two bottles of liquor, two porn
DVDs and two Viagra pills.
Detroit has been given $170 million in federal stimulus dollars but it is too poor to spend it.
Check out this short video from Reason TV naming February's "Nanny of the Month." Ever heard of fake pot?
Meanwhile, Congressman Ron Paul doesn't use all the money alotted him for his office and returns $100,000 to
the treasury.
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Jamie Dupree's Blog
If you enjoy Neal's daily chat with Jamie Dupree, you'll love Jamie's Blog! Check it out for analysis of the
campaigns and goings on in Washington D.C.
Cristina Gonzalez and Laura Nunemaker assist in the daily preparation of Nealz Nuze!
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What others are saying
To Stiles
It is funny how you think you are smart Democrat, but yet you still buy into the false left vs right paradigm and
actually fall for the fake rights little tricks. You sir need to wake up and realize you being duped. There is no left
or right. In this country there are those that are Pro Tyranny and those that are Pro Freedom. The establishment
liberals and neocons represent tyranny. Ron Paul Conservatives represent freedom. There is a very consorted
effort out there right now to either co-opt or destroy the Patriot movement. If they are unable to co-opt the
Patriot movement via the Tea Parties then they will destroy the Patriot movement by staging violence and
blaming it on Constitutionalists. The Federal Government already has the Homeland Security reports calling real
Conservatives domestic terrorists. They have already set the stage for shutting down Patriots. Will you let them?
You have to remember what is at stake here. Stupid little talking points and mindless back and forth is only
going to make things worse.
By Ivan @ 03/02/10 10:14:47 AMreport abuse
Yes NOTW it is true
"I like how conservatives think liberals worship Obama"

by Stiles=NOTW
By Joyce M/Blythe @ 03/02/10 10:11:46 AMreport abuse
Andy Stern Clip has Disappeared
Seems the Andy Stern video has been taken down everywhere it's been posted - even at the Naked Emporer
News site where it originated. Curious. Union thuggery at work here? It certainly seems odd. Anyone know
where I can get that clip?
By Rob @ 03/02/10 10:03:56 AMreport abuse
wealth redistribution
it amazing that neal condemns wealth redistribution when that means wealth redistributing going from the rich
going to the poor. but he don't say anything about it when wealth redistribution goes for the poor to the rich.
and a matter of fact, this is when you here him say his "wealth envy" claptrap to get people who are discussing
it on the defensive and to get the non-thinking people to ignore what there saying.
By blog2.tshirt-doctor.com @ 03/02/10 10:01:01 AMreport abuse
ROFL...
The White House is making the claim that jobless numbers are gonna be worse because of the snows and
whatnot. Why don't they just come out and say it? Why don't they just blame Global Warming or George Bush?
These guys are absolute morons of the highest caliber. The real reason the jobless numbers are so high is
because off shore bankers and corporations are purposely bankrupting our economy and sending all the jobs
overseas never to be seen again. They know that those jobs are never coming back. That is why they are still
pushing these "green" jobs. That is all we have left and it is all based on a lie. So we have nothing in the end.
Make no mistake we are being dominated.
By Ivan @ 03/02/10 09:50:58 AMreport abuse
American's took more in aid than paid in taxes....
It's worse that that, Neal. American's also now owe more per person on the national debt than we take in in the
National income. That means that, on average, each American now owes more than he/she earns in a year.

So, now that we have enslaved our children and grandchildren for a year, can we please stop this nonsense?
By rdh @ 03/02/10 09:45:46 AMreport abuse
So funny
I like how conservatives think liberals worship Obama where as conservatives actually worship, A PLUMBER!!!

HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
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